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power of the past to possess the present.
The first released book on Penguins 1935 list was André Maurois Ariel, Lane intended to produce inexpensive books. He purchased paperback rights from publishers, ordered large print runs to keep prices low.
For many gardeners the village show represents the pinnacle of their sowing and growing year. This book takes you behind the scenes of a very British institution, with an insight into the worlds of both contestants and judges. Phillips and Rix are arguably the best double act in garden reference books. We've picked out their classic guide to roses but you'll find equally impressive volumes on shrubs, perennials, bulbs, herbs and more although many are frustratingly out of print. The book is a VG hardcover, Hallmark Book of The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett and a cover illustration by Tasha Tudor. This is a RARE Tasha Tudor item. No writing tears etc. The Secret Garden, rare Antique fantasy children's book. the 1st printing was in 1911. 306 pp and 4 pages of ads to rear. With 8 color plates.